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What on earth is happening in our schools?
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Three overarching challenges

1. Improve the teaching of the core academic subjects

Continuous
improvement
+

2. Prepare young people better for a changing world

3. Reduce the wide and growing gaps between
educational haves and have nots

innovation

No easy
solutions
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A story from the classroom
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But how do we do this at scale?
X 11
X 17

X2

X 30

X 22

X7
X3
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Compare the pair
Healthcare
1,300 hospitals
- 700 public
million Australians
- 630 22
private

School education
9,400 schools
- 6,700 government
million students
- 2,7003.8
non-government

GP visits
per year,
70,00011
medical
practitioners
say 20
minutes per visit
- 43,000
GP’s
- 25,000 specialists

1,000
hours
of school
30,000+
school
leaders
hours
x 5 days x 40 weeks)
- (6
9,400
principals
- 20,000+ deputy principals etc

patient time:
257,000 Total
nurses
~ nurse
1,000 practitioners
person-years
- 1,250

student time:
280,000Total
teachers
~ 600,000
person-years
- ~300-400
highly
accomplished

120,000 allied health
professionals

100,000 other staff in schools
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Yet we want learning to be personalised.
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The usual messages…
Money spent … up
Students completing Year 12 … up
PISA results … down
NAPLAN results … flat
Impact of socio-economic disadvantage … little change
Indigenous student results … appalling

Lies, damn lies or statistics?
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How the story is often told…
Victorian school funding (LHS, $m) versus NAPLAN reading score (RHS)
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Source: ACARA, Report on Government Services 2018

. . . versus a less manipulative presentation
Victorian NAPLAN reading results
Equivalent Years of Learning

Victorian school education funding
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Source: ACARA, Report on Government Services 2018

Parental education really matters
Progress of student cohorts by parental education
EYL
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-1

Notes. Data is for numeracy, median of all Victorian students, 2009-15 cohort. EYL: Equivalent Year Level
Highest level of parental education is a proxy for socio-economic status.
Source: Widening gaps, Grattan Institute, Figure 10
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Bright kids in poor schools lose the most
Average progress by level of school advantage
EYL
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Notes. Data is for numeracy, all Victorian students, 2009-15 cohort, by school ICSEA (bottom quartile, middle two quartiles, top quartile).
Low, medium and high achievers are students who scored at the 20th, 50th and 80th percentile in Year 3. EYL: Equivalent Year Level.\
Source: Widening gaps, Grattan Institute, Figure 14
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Indigenous gaps are genuinely huge
Equivalent Year Level, Numeracy
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3.0 years
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Remote
Remote

4.6 years

Indigenous
Very
Very Remote

5.9 years

Remote

Notes: Mean NAPLAN scores from 2010 to 2017 translated to equivalent year level (EYL) using an updated version of the methodology in Widening Gaps (2016). The EYL scale is
based on the average performance of metropolitan non-Indigenous students over 2010-2016. Source: ACARA (NAPLAN Numeracy test), Grattan analysis
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Gaps are also huge within each class
Number of students

8
Typical Year 8 class
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Source: Targeted Teaching, Grattan Institute, Figure 2. Data supplied by Professor Dianne Siemon, Scaffolding Numeracy in the Middle Years Project, 2004-06.
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Learning progress is the key

Three axioms:
One goal:
• Success comes from maximising progress
• By definition, more progress lifts achievement

At least one year’s
learning each year
for every student

• Targeted teaching is essential
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Three main schools of thought
Focus on Inputs
Teacher quality
Quality teaching
Curriculum redesign
Ed Tech

Focus on Outcomes
Standards and testing
“What
works”

Autonomy and accountability
Competition and choice

Adaptive
reform
School
Evidence-based
improvement
education
Network collaboration
Spirals of Inquiry, PLCs, etc
Focus on Learning Processes
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Adaptive reform incorporates all three steps
Inputs
(‘Act’)

Learning
Process
(‘Iterate’)
Outcomes
(‘Measure’)

Source: Towards an Adaptive Education System, Goss (2017)
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What does it mean to be an adaptive system?
Pre-adaptive farming – natural selection
Simple crop rotation – trial and error
Traditional plant breeding – guided selection
Modern seed banks, genetic markers
Integrated pest management
Modern farming supply chains
Increasingly deliberate selection in
an increasingly integrated way;
information outweighs infrastructure
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Improvement by design, not by chance
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Start with the student: Targeted teaching
Adapt teaching
practice to improve
next time round

Rigorously track
progress of each
student

Source: Towards an Adaptive Education System, Goss (2017)

Assess what each
student knows
already

Target teaching to
each student’s
learning needs
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Bright Vale – use of NSW Literacy Continuum

Reading
Involves
recognising words
automatically,
reading in a
phrased and fluent
way and navigating
texts to create
meaning.
“Texts” include
oral, aural, written,
visual, electronic
and multimodal
texts.

Recognises own name
Engages in shared
reading of familiar texts
with repeated language
patterns
Spends time looking at
books and other print
material
Tells a story based on
pictures or names
pictures
Attempts to read words
in the environment

Reads one or more
sentences correctly in
environmental
print/texts

Reads one or two
words in environmental
print/texts
Reads some words in
a sentence correctly.

Reads one or more
sentences correctly in
a simple book

Holds a book the right
way up

Uses context to predict
meaning in texts and
supplement decoding
attempts

Differentiates between
writing and pictures
Points to words using
one-to-one
correspondence when
‘reading

Reads words using
known letter/sound
relationships

Reads all or most of a
more challenging story
book
Maintains fluency
when reading texts
with varied and
irregular text and
image placement
Pauses or hesitates
when meaning is
disrupted when
reading
Reads aloud with
increasingly
appropriate pitch,
intonation and fluency

Reads texts with varied
sentence patterns and
several lines of text per
page.
Demonstrates
increased fluency by
recognising and
decoding words
automatically when
reading familiar texts.
Recognises when
meaning is disrupted
and attempts to selfcorrect when reading.
Reads fluently and
accurately with
attention to
punctuation.

Understands that
pathways for reading
literary and factual, print
and screen texts can be
navigated in different
ways.
Self-corrects when
meaning is disrupted,
e.g. by pausing,
repeating words and
phrases, rereading and
reading on.
Reads aloud with
fluency and phrasing,
adjusting pace, volume,
pitch and pronunciation
to enhance meaning
and expression (RR
level 16–18).

Understands text features
such as illustrations,
diagrams, tables, maps
and graphs to enhance
meaning
Automatically integrates a
range of information, e.g.
meaning, grammar and
letter/sound relationships
to read in a phrased and
fluent way.
Knows that literary, factual
and screen texts need to
be ‘read’ in differing ways.
Responds to punctuation
and adjusts expression to
enhance meaning when
reading aloud.

Jordy
Class 1S
Pete
Dani

Class 1A

Hugh
Tim
Brendan
James
Gabby
Cameron
John
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School-level learning needs system support
Systems to capture &
spread best practice

Assessments linked to
teaching resources

Culture of continuous
improvement

Common formative
assessment tasks

Ability to track student
progress over time

Timetable enables
regular discussions
between teachers

Learning progressions
linked to curriculum

Expert support and
instructional coaches

Source: Towards an Adaptive Education System, Goss (2017)
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System learning needs nested feedback loops

Nation

State

Region/
Diocese/
Network

School

Act
Adapt
Evaluate

Source: Towards an Adaptive Education System, Goss (2017), inspired by The biology of corporate survival (BCG, 2016)
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Selection is the critical step
Higher

Overall
variation in
teaching
practice

Lower

“Thousand flowers (or
weeds) blooming”
Impact of ‘naïve’
school
autonomy

Diversity with
quality

Building
resilience

Impact of a highly
adaptive system

Teaching
reading
Stagnation and
slow decay

Good practice but
slow improvement

Weak

Effective processes to select and
share good practice
Source: Towards an Adaptive Education System, Goss (2017)

Strong
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Three levels of capability needed
Central view on effective
practice and desired
outcomes
Enabling
effective
selection

More rigorous

Regional support to
spread and implement
effective practice
Strong local capabilities
in schools to identify and
spread good teaching
More relevant

Source: Towards an Adaptive Education System, Goss (2017)
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Some ‘guide-posts’ for future reform
1. Better data in the hands of teachers: trusted, timely, practical
2. Invest in the most expert teachers
3.

Optimise practice in core areas…

4.

… and innovate more systematically for a changing world

5.

Focus more on system design
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The main challenge
The main challenge for improving Australian teaching…
“…lies not so much in identifying and describing quality teaching, but in
developing structures and approaches that ensure widespread use of
successful teaching practices.”
Invargson, Kleinhenz and Dinham (2008)
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Shifting the focus to learning
Focus on Teachers:
• All teachers have similar classroom teaching responsibilities
• Promotion based on tenure
• Dismissal process for underperforming teachers
Focus on Teaching:
• Effective teachers promoted to more curriculum and administrative
responsibilities
• Professional development for underperforming teachers
Focus on Learning:
• Teachers that improve student learning promoted into more classrooms by
developing other teachers
• Continuous appraisal and feedback that improves student learning
Source: Jensen, Learning from the Best
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Teachers learn best from teachers
Teachers are known to teach more effectively when they work together,
using observation and feedback to assess and critique each other’s work
But details make the difference: Teacher-turned-coach vs larger classes
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Certifying an expert teacher is not enough
Three extra steps to unleash the value of our most expert teachers:
1. Strategically redesign the day job
2. Recognise the role in industrial agreements
3. Provide on-the-ground backing for the role

This builds on HALT certification, but goes way beyond it
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Career tracks in Singapore school education

Source: Jensen, Learning from the Best
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Our 2016 proposal
1000 Master Teachers
• Building capability and sharing expertise across schools
• Subject-specific
• Focused on pedagogical leadership (PCK)
• Working in subject networks to guide Instructional Leaders
• “Owners” of national best practice and the links to research
30,000 Instructional Leaders (up to 10% of teachers)
• Building teacher expertise within schools
• Subject specific
• Leading within-school improvement
• Working with colleagues across schools
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Questions for discussion
Does your school use your HALT status to develop the teachers around you?
Do you get the time you need? Do others get release time to work with you?
What are the main barriers in developing other teachers in your school?
• Teachers’ knowledge: Content, Pedagogy, PCK?
• Leadership support?
• Resources?
• Ability to learn from peers or other schools?
• Other
Where do you see the role of subject specific expertise?
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Priorities from the Gonski 2.0 Review
1: Deliver at least one year’s growth in learning for every student every year
2: Equip every child to be a creative, connected and engaged learner in a
rapidly changing world
3: Cultivate an adaptive, innovative and continuously improving education
system
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Levers to strengthen selection
A clear view on education excellence
A strong and accessible evidence-base

Central
guidance

Invest in tools for teaching & assessment
Tracking and evaluation of policy outcomes

Levers to
strengthen
selection

Regional
support

Leadership

Detailed benchmarking and analysis
Clarify what high-functioning schools look like
Practical support to help implement policy
Processes to identify good or bad practice
Ways to share good practice across schools
Access to expert teachers

In-school
capability

Ability to track student progress over time
Time, tools, training, teamwork and trust
Opportunities to observe and be observed
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Strengthening any step can help
Identify the most important inputs
Better
inputs

Be clear on what good inputs look like
Deliver higher quality inputs

Increased
adaptive
capacity

Understand what outcomes matter most
Better
outcomes

Measure those outcomes better
Strengthen incentives around outcomes

Better
learning
processes

Identify an appropriate learning process
Understand what the process requires
Implement the learning process better
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Future workstreams (WIP)
Goal: a more adaptive
education system

Standardise best
teaching practices
(evidence is clear)

Adapt to improve
the ‘messy middle’
(evidence is mixed)

Navigate the new
(ill-defined problems
with little evidence)

Increase equity

Teacher observation, collaborative learning, inquiry cycles
The evidence ecosystem
Use existing
evidence

RCTs / rigorous
evaluations

Better metrics,
proof of concept

Local experiments
and monitoring

Specific evidence on what
builds equity

Implications for teacher workforce
Implications for school leadership
System support and system governance
Resource allocation (at all levels of the system)
Emerging technology (challenges and opportunities)
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Where does data fit?

or
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Big data can inform teaching…
Teacher-directed methods

OR

Inquiry-based methods?
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Big data can inform teaching…
Teacher-directed methods

Inquiry-based methods

Lessons:

None to
few

Some to Many to
many
all

PISA 2015 Science:
Average score increase
Or decrease

None
to few
Some
to
many

“Sweet spot”: teacherdirected learning in most
to all classes, inquirybased learning in some

Many
to all
How to improve student educational outcomes: insights
from data analytics, McKinsey, 2018
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But small data drives learning
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